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chair • and they have been almost invariably Catholics,
though chosen for their politics, not for their creed.    .
FrSm the beginning of the revolutionary period, say
from 1880, a change has to be noted m Irish social
life The land war, as it was justly called, divided
classes sharply and the division coincided roughly,
though not. completely or logically, with the religious
division. Broadly speaking, although the revolution-
ary forces were headed by a Protestant landlord, the
revolution was an attempt to take from the Protestants
a considerable, part of what they possessed in money
and power, ParneU's policy of -binding his followers
in Parliament to accept no preferment from Govern-
ment had a wide extension socially: Nationalists
who were, as they soon became, actively at feud with
the Irish Government, could not very conveniently
pay civilities to its recognised head, the Lord Lieuten-
ant, who, unlike the Governor-General of the Dominion,
was a member of the British Ministry of the day. No
active Nationalist therefore would go to the Viceregal
Court, and such Catholic professional men as continued
to do so separated themselves in a sense from ^the
mass of those who practised their religion. Society
in its official sense became more sharply defined as
Protestant.
Also, with the progress of the revolution, grave
hardship, often very ill deserved, fell on the landlord
class: some had to leave the country for safety,
some were completely impoverished. Landed pro-
perties were as a rule heavily encumbered, and the
Acts of Parliament which in effect reduced rents by
a quarter, made no provision for a reduction of the
charges. Thus from 1880 onward the landlord element
in Dublin society lessened in wealth and in importance :
the KUdare Street Club acquired a very large admixture
of a new element from the Civil Service—a multiplying
bureaucracy—and from the higher branches, of what
was increasingly like a highly trained Government,
, department, the staff of Guinness's brewery.

